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Abstract—This paper is a precipitate of handpicked research 

papers in the field of Information fusion specific to multiple 
classifier systems, following systematic consolidation, clearly 
spotlighting technology trends, issues, opportunities and 
challenges, apart from inking authors’ views and critical 
suggestions in the form of questions at the end of this paper.  
Large amounts of data are nowadays available because 
gathering data is easy and inexpensive. Most data is raw and to 
be useful relevant knowledge has to be extracted from it. 
Technology alone does not deliver a solution. Data mining is a 
process that must be reliable, repeatable with even with a little 
knowledge about data mining by the people it provides the 
solution. Data analytics is the day in and day out activity for 
almost all the organizations. People with business problem and 
with the data on that issue, expect more sophisticated and 
actionable information with higher accuracy and time (cost) 
effective solution to make decisions from the data. Data mining 
functionalities provide the organization with some form of 
intelligence. If we have several sets of data obtained from 
various sources, where the nature of features are different 
(heterogeneous features), a single classifier cannot be used to 
learn the information contained in all of the data. And if we 
have to perform different tests then each test generates data 
with a different number and type of features, which cannot be 
used collectively to train a single classifier. In such cases, data 
from each testing modality can be used to train a different 
classifier, whose outputs can then be combined. Applications in 
which data from different sources are combined to make a more 
informed decision are referred to as Information fusion 
applications, and ensemble based approaches like bagging and 
all the variants of boosting etc. have successfully been used for 
such applications. We compared the performance and 
performed the survey of these methods on a collection of 
machine-learning benchmarks. This paper reports the general 
survey and the results of applying Information Fusion (Multiple 
Classifier System) methods to a system that learns from various 
models, problems that may arise in implementing these models 
(algorithms) are explored and the research issues where the 
further work is expected to be done.  
 

Index Terms—Information Fusion, Multiple Classifier, 
Machine Learning, Ensemble, Diversity, Data Mining, bagging, 
boosting. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Data Mining is a continuous and an ongoing process used 

to find useful and understandable patterns and to predict, 
associate and group the patterns to make the correct and 
timely decisions. Old View was to learn one good model. 
New View is to learn a good set of models. Probably this is 
the best example of interplay between “theory & practice” in 
Machine Learning with Data Mining. Fusion often produces 
accuracy gains. It can combine “classifiers” of various types. 
E.g., decision trees, rule sets, neural networks, etc.  
Information Fusion (Ensemble Classification) is an 
aggregation of predictions of multiple classifiers with the 
goal of improving accuracy. It is an improvement of basic 
multi classifier algorithm to avoid over fitting and noise [5]. 

Information fusion is becoming a major need in Data 
Mining and Knowledge Discovery in database. Typical 
applications of these techniques include the preprocessing 
step or data (Information) modeling (e.g. multiple classifier 
system, ensemble methods). [1-2] Data Mining uses 
information fusion techniques for improving both the 
predictive accuracy and quality of the extracted knowledge. 
In predictive model, a set of fields as an input are used to 
predict the values of the field as output.  Nevertheless the gap 
between both data mining & information fusion areas is large. 
The purpose of the study is to improve understanding of why 
and when these algorithms can be used, combination 
techniques, how to reweight, and, how it affects classification 
error and the future scope of these methods [25]. We 
compared the performance and performed the survey of these 
methods on a collection of machine-learning benchmarks.  

Due to this need the interest on Information Fusion 
techniques is increasing in the Data Mining community. 
Fusion could be defined as a merging of diverse, distinct, or 
separate elements into a unified whole. An Information 
Fusion method (system) is thus seen as a function that 
transforms the input into an output given some conditions 
with improved predictive accuracy [11]. These conditions 
might include controls, input parameters, background 
knowledge, and goals. Information Fusion is the process of 
combining data to refine state estimates and predications. 
Information fusion is the process of acquisition, filtering, 
correlation and integration of relevant information from 
various sources into one representational format that is 
appropriate for deriving decisions regarding the 
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interpretation of the information, system goals like 
classification, prediction, tracking etc[1-2]. 

 
Figure 1: Information Fusion System 

 
The purpose of information fusion is to produce 

information from different sources in order to support the 
decision-making process. In theory, the fusion of redundant 
information from different sources can reduce overall 
uncertainty and thus increase the accuracy of the system. The 
final information generated to be of superior quality, in some 
tangible way, than the information available from the primary 
sources. Fusion, by definition, requires a qualitative 
difference between the final output and the output of the 
original sources [2]. 

A. Rationale and significance of the study 
The degree and method by which information fusion 

(multiple classifiers) systems share training resources among 
their components can be a measure of co-operation. Training 
resources that are sharable in a multiple classifier system are 
training patterns, algorithms or information. Co-operative 
training as a means of sharing training information amongst 
an ensemble during training. To achieve the improvements in 
classification accuracy by sharing, or co-operation, amongst 
classifiers during their training is useful in a multiple 
classifier system [11]. 
 

Information Fusion is becoming a major requirement in 
data mining and knowledge discovery in database for the 
following uses. In this paper we mainly focused towards 
model building. 

B. Three main uses      
1) Information Fusion in preprocessing 

Fusion is used to increase the quality of raw data 
prior to the application of DM methods.  

2) Information Fusion for building models 
The model built from data uses some kind of 

Information Fusion techniques (particular 
aggregation operator). 

3) Information Fusion to extract information 
The knowledge extracted from the data is the 

result of a particular fusion technique e.g. 
aggregated value computed from the data. 

C. Design of Information Fusion (Multi Classifier System) 
can be accomplished at 4 levels 

1) Aggregation Level 
2) Classifier Level 
3) Feature level 
4) Data Level 

 
Figure 2: Levels of Information Fusion System 

D. Combining Schemes for Information Fusion Methods 
1) Static vs. Adaptive, Fixed vs. Trainable 
2) Voting methods: Max, average, majority 
3) Weighted average, fuzzy integrals, belief theory. 
4) Decision Template, Behavior Knowledge space 
5) Data Level combining: partitioning technique for 

training multiple classifiers that generates nearly optimal 
training partitions. 

E. Three ideas 
1) Simple (outweighted) votes 
2) Weighted votes 
3) Train a combining function 

F. Architecture  

 
Figure 3: Architecture of Information Fusion System 

G. Steps of Information Fusion 
1) Learning the application domain 
2) Creating a target data set: data selection 
3) Data cleaning: (may take 60% of effort!) 
4) Data reduction and transformation 
5) Choosing methods of data mining  
6) Choosing the mining algorithm(s) 
7) Data mining: search for patterns of interest 
8) Pattern evaluation and knowledge presentation 
9) Use of discovered knowledge 
10) Multiple classifier systems consist of a set of classifiers 

and a combination strategy. 
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H. Motivations 
1) Existence of many alternative classifiers each has its 

own feature and representation space 
2) Existence of different training sets collected at different 

times and may even have different features. 
3) Each classifier may have good performance in its own 

region of the feature space. 

II. MULTIPLE CLASSIFIER SYSTEM 
Multiple Classifier (Ensemble) learning is a type of 

machine learning that studies algorithms and architectures 
that build collections, or ensembles, of statistical classifiers 
that are more accurate than a single classifier. Multiple 
classifier systems (MCSs) based on the combination of 
outputs of a set of different classifiers have been proposed in 
the field of machine learning as a method for the 
development of high performance classification systems[11]. 
Previous work clearly showed that multiple classifier systems 
are effective only if the classifiers forming them are accurate 
and make different errors. Therefore, the fundamental need 
for methods aimed to design “accurate and diverse” 
classifiers. We cannot normally expect to obtain base models 
that misclassify examples in completely separate parts of the 
input space and ensembles that classify all the examples 
correctly. However, there are many algorithms that attempt to 
generate a set of base models that make errors that are as 
uncorrelated as possible [25-26]. 

A. Ensemble Data Mining Methods 
Ensemble Methods began about fifteen years ago as a 

separate area within machine learning and were motivated by 
the idea of wanting to leverage the power of multiple models 
and not just trust one model built on a small training set. 
Significant theoretical and experimental developments have 
occurred over the years and have led to several methods, 
especially bagging and boosting, being used to solve many 
real problems. However, ensemble methods also appear to be 
applicable to current and upcoming problems of distributed 
data mining and online applications. Therefore, practitioners 
in data mining should stay tuned for further developments in 
the vibrant area of ensemble methods. This paper balance 
between theory, algorithms, and applications of ensemble 
methods gives a comprehensive idea of the work being done 
in the field [22-26]. 

A supervised machine learning task involves constructing 
a mapping from input data (normally described by several 

features) to the appropriate outputs. In a classification 
learning task, each output is one or more classes to which the 
input belongs. The goal of classification learning is to 
develop a model that separates the data into the different 
classes, with the aim of classifying new examples in the 
future. In a regression learning task, each output is a 
continuous value to be predicted. Many traditional machine 
learning algorithms generate a single model (e.g., a decision 
tree or neural network). Ensemble learning methods instead 
generate multiple models [22-26]. 

There are many algorithms that attempt to generate a set of 
base models that make errors that are as uncorrelated as 
possible. Methods such as Bagging and Boosting promote 
diversity by presenting each base model with a different 
subset of training examples or different weight distributions 
over the examples [12]. Running the same learning algorithm 
on different subsets of training example can yield very 
different classifiers which can be combined to yield an 
effective ensemble [6].  

B. Background: Ensemble learning 
Combines multiple learned models to construct better 

generalizations.  Classifiers that always agree won’t give new 
information. Combining predictions of an ensemble will 
often be more accurate than any of single prediction. Ideal 
learning ensemble: individually accurate classifiers with high 
level of disagree. Applications: bagging, boosting. Reasons 
for using small training data, large hypothesis space. Many 
possible classifiers remain with equal accurate. Compensate 
for non-optimal search (several local solutions) [24-25]. 

C. Reasons for using ensemble based system 
1) Statistical Reasons:  

A set of classifiers with similar training 
performances may have different generalization 
performances. In fact, even classifiers with similar 
generalization performances may perform differently 
in the field 

2) Large volume of data 
3) Too little data 
4) Divide and conquer 
5) Data fusion 

D.  Information Fusion (Ensemble) Techniques 
comparison       

 

 
TABLE 1: COMPARISON OF ENSEMBLE METHODS 

 Bagging Boosting Stacking 

Sampling 
Method 

Random, with replacement Least squares 
(proportionate) 

Round-robin 
(cross-validation) 

Splitting of 
Data Length-wise Width-wise Length-wise 

Guaranteed improvement of weak classifiers? No Yes No 

Hierarchical? No, but can be extended No Yes 

Training N/A Multiple passes Single bottom-up 
pass 

Wrapper or mixture? Wrapper Wrapper Both 
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Sampling 
Method Length-wise Least squares 

(proportionate) 
Round-robin 

(cross-validation) 
Weak learner Same Same Different 

Training data become available All at once All at once All at once 
Can learn new classes? No No No 
Run weak learner on Bootstrap replicates of the training set Same, but 

differently 
weighted set 

Same, but differently 
weighted set 

Emphasizing “difficult” examples? No Yes Yes 
Is ensemble of ensemble? No No Yes 

Combination rule Simple majority voting Weighted majority 
voting 

Meta learner 

 

A. Two Key Components of an Ensemble System 
All ensemble systems consist of two key components. 

1) A strategy is needed to build an ensemble that is as 
diverse as possible some of the more popular ones, such 
as bagging, boosting, AdaBoost, stacked generalization, 
and mixture of experts [25].  

2) A strategy is needed to combine the outputs of individual 
classifiers that make up the ensemble in such a way that 
the correct decisions are amplified, and incorrect ones 
are cancelled out. Several choices are available for this 
purpose as well [25]. 

III. PARAMETERS TO BE CONSIDERED 

A. The role of models in predictive validation 
Models are described by equations based on statistics. 

They only examine linear relationships. They contain many 
assumptions about the data. So, Data mining models 
(algorithms) must be smart data wise and dumb business wise. 
Business in general is a combination of people, processes and 
products. There are various models available to find patterns 
in the data like predict (category membership or numerical 
variables) the values. We have to combine technology with 
the process(s), but obvious question is how? The steps for 
constructing and using the models are: Build, Train, Validate 
(check on fresh data) and predict. 

B. Evaluating Classifier Accuracy 
1) Holdout 
2) Random subsampling 
3) Cross validation (K-fold Cross Validation, 

Leave-one-out Cross Validation) 
4) Bootstrap 

C. What can be done? 
Observe: the Individual accuracies of the ensemble 

members, the ensemble accuracy, the ensemble diversity, 
advance classification of multi-class imbalanced data. To 
develop cost-sensitive algorithm. To improve the 
identification performance on the important classes.To 
balance classification performance among several classes. 
What is the reasoning behind the prediction? How is the 
model working out the predictions? Narrow down the 
number of fields, can it work? Use rules before and after the 
model construction to interpret the results. 

Model choice and validation have central role in analysis 

and predictive modeling. It is natural to use predictive 
accuracy as the decisive criterion in the final choice of the 
predictive model. Any assessment of predictive accuracy, 
assumes a data mechanism (like sampling) that relates model 
predictions to the population that is the target of the 
predictions. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
This survey has explored published work by the research 

community and future work to be done in the area. After 
identifying the limitations in methods and techniques of 
information fusion, this paper shows that this field can 
benefit from other related fields and still there is a lot of room 
to work for the future. This paper discussed a formal 
introduction of a fusion system to better understand the 
fundamentals of information fusion. 

Ensemble learning needs individual learning. Individual 
learning has to interact in a dynamic environment in order to 
contribute to ensemble learning. Ensemble learning is 
goal-directed. Ensemble learning is driven by expectation 
failure. One has to find out the elements of dependence, 
independence and inter-dependence and ability to apply the 
skills in the context that requires them. Perspectives would 
differ according to particular analysis and experience. It 
perceives the situation in the framework of acquaintance of 
theoretical concepts; the past experience, current 
preoccupation and also ensuring that all significant facts are 
covered and those irrelevant points are not pursued. It serves 
to inform and canalize the discussion from one step in the 
analysis to another. The distinct elements in the situation are 
identified and the salient ones segregated. This paper will 
serve like a spiral of knowledge creation. 

We explore the relationship between diversity measures 
and ensemble performance. We further investigate the issue 
of diversity within the generated ensembles of classifiers 
which emerges as an important concept in classifier fusion. 
Rather, some type of trade off seems to be necessary between 
participant classifiers’ accuracy and ensemble diversity in 
order to achieve maximum recognition gains [25-26]. 

V. RESEARCH ISSUES & FUTURE WORK 
Theoretical concepts and research findings could be 

examined for their application to the practical issues on hand. 
The inter-relationships between the elements and their 
implications are thought out. Diverse alternatives are 
evaluated to deal with the elements in the situation. Decisions 
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if any are evaluated. Brings out the actual learning by 
collaboration, team-work, presentation, discussion and 
analysis. 

As new data arrives, the ensembles can be updated without 
reviewing any past data. There are several traditional 
ensemble learning issues that remain in online ensemble 
learning framework such as the number and types of base 
models to use, the combining method to use, and how to 
maintain diversity among the base models [14]. Other issues 
are: 
1) Ensemble learning framework such as the number and 

types of base models to use and which is combining 
method to use? And how to maintain diversity among the 
base models? [17]. 

2) How Statistical methods can be better tied with data 
mining. e.g. How to apply ensemble methods to other 
types of data such as time series data? 

3) Various methods for observing the behavior of the 
algorithms like using error estimation, the bias and 
variance decomposition, average (tree) sizes, and graphs 
showing progress over trials, robustness to noise, 
attempted to drop instances with very high weight 
[14-15].  

4) Boosting is not consistence in performance with noisy 
data. Are there methods to make boosting algorithms 
more robust when the dataset is noisy? 

5) Boosting stops if one of the classifiers achieves zero 
training set error. That classifier gets infinite voting 
power and is effectively the single classifier. Are there 
better methods for handling this extreme situation? 

6) Are there ways to make boosting comprehensible for 
general models?  

7) Are there situations where one of the classifiers that were 
learned from a sample with a skewed distribution 
performs well by itself on the unskewed test set? 

8) Error in training (learning) can lead to bias. Can the bias 
be made more explicit?  

9) Can some better method to combine classifiers be 
devised?  

10) How can boosting be applied to other algorithms, such as 
k-nearest-neighbors?  

11) Boosting is sequential. A cascade of classifiers can be 
used. Can some efficient parallel implementations be 
devised? 

12) How aggregating classifiers can be generated? How to 
aggregate?  

13) Diversity can be achieved with input parameter setting. 
How to reweight to improve diversity? 

14) How boosting can be modified for regression? 
15) How AdaBoost.M1 can be modified to handle 

categorical output? 
16) Resampling is done foe diversity. Which resampling 

method is used for classifier design? 
17) Does feature selection resulting in relatively simple 

classifier? How to apply it for feature (attribute) subset 
selection as a preprocessing? How to filter out irrelevant 
features? How an AdaBoost can be used for improving 
the classification and efficient feature selection? 

18) Training error drops exponentially fast as we add more 

weak classifiers, how many such weak classifiers should 
be there?  

19) How the boosting algorithm can be extended for the 
prediction of continuous values? 

20) How to deal with multi-class problems? Can it be 
possible explicitly to change the class labels by altering 
the attribute(s) for classification?  

21) How do we qualitatively understand relationship 
between predictors and output? 

22) Classifier is based on likelihood ratio test. The 
likelihoods are obtained from probability tables 
constructed while training. How to construct probability 
tables? 

23) GAs are good at optimization. How to perform Genetic 
search for classifiers that are accurate yet different? How 
to perform Genetic search for good diverse classifiers? 

24) How to create diverse classifiers by using different 
parameters and using different training sets? 

25) How to decompose a problem into subtasks? 
26) How to create Mixture of experts? How each expert 

takes care of a certain input space? 
27) How to construct Hierarchical neural networks? How to 

route the cases to pre-defined expert networks? 
28) How significance tests and ROC curves are useful for 

model selection? 
29) Issues such as accuracy, training time, robustness, 

interpretability, and scalability must be considered and 
can involve trade-offs, further complicating the quest for 
an overall superior method. 

30) How to find a relationship between initial performance, 
number of cases, and number of classifiers within an 
ensemble? 

31) Removing outliers is an important preprocessing step to 
remove random error. How to analyze effect of prior 
outlier removal on boosting? 

32) If finally we reach a simpler classifier, is there anyway to 
compress it? Or can we bypass boosting but reach a 
simple classifier? 

33) The performance is dependant on the data.  How to find 
the relationship between these two? How to train the 
specific classifier with a fixed training set? 

34) Diversity can also be achieved with changing data sets at 
different timeb(iterations).How to train the specific 
classifier using a different training set at each epoch? 

35) How to train the specific classifier by directly weighting 
the cost function of the t-th neural network? 

36) How do we optimally decide the number of classifiers?# 
(number) of classifiers in ensemble? 

37) How to calculate cost and time efficient “Accuracy” as 
evaluation measure? 

38) Weight adapts as iteration progress. A sample with 
misclassification has higher weight. Can it be possible to 
drop instances with very high weight? But the 
experiments did not show this to be a successful 
approach.  

39) Attempt to stack a Naive-Bayes on top of the base 
classifiers built by AdaBoost and Bagging. Can some 
better method to combine classifiers be devised?  

40) Changes are inevitable. If input data changes, if 
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parameter(s) changes then how to find classifier 
ensembles for changing environments? How to find 
classifier ensembles for change detection? 
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